For automatic chatting systems, it is indeed a great challenge to reply the given query considering the conversation history, rather than based on the query only. This paper proposes a deep neural network to address the context-aware response ranking problem by end-to-end learning, so as to help to select conversationally relevant candidate. By combining the multi-column convolutional layer and the recurrent layer, our model is able to model the semantics of the utterance sequence by grasping the semantic clue within the conversation, on the basis of the effective representation for each sentence. Especially, the network utilizes attention pooling to further emphasis the importance of essential words in conversations, thus the representations of contexts tend to be more meaningful and the performance of candidate ranking is notably improved. Meanwhile, due to the adoption of attention pooling, it is possible to visualize the semantic clues. The experimental results on the large amount of conversation data from social media have shown that our approach is promising for quantifying the conversational relevance of responses, and indicated its good potential for building practical IR based chat-bots.
responses for a given query and its context (Ritter et al., 2011; Vinyals and Le, 2015; Shang et al., 2015) , which provides an end-to-end solution for chat-bots. Despite its meaningful integrated architecture, it seems still a great challenge for generation based approaches to give responses with good readability and diversity. This problem can be directly addressed by another option, that is, finding proper methods to rank candidate responses selected from large amount of human dialog utterances by information retrieval (IR) method (Ji et al., 2014; Xian et al., 2016) . Such Candidate Re-Ranking based solutions (Lowe et al., 2015; Hu et al., 2014) are of great value for building the practical chat-agents like Duer and XiaoIce 2 , for which readability and diversity of responses are critical metrics.
For both generation and re-ranking approaches, indeed, their very basis is capturing the semantic clues within conversations, so as to select proper responses or generate them directly, and this procedure is generally named as "conversation modeling". As denoted by Grosz and Sidner (1986) , the sequential utterances' structure, purposes and the state of focus of attention are the key components in a discourse. Correspondingly, to provide a conversationally reasonable response for a given session, the following abilities are needed for conversation modeling approaches: a) achieving the semantic representations of short sentences with the oral style; b) obtaining the focus of the entire dialog session; and c) selecting or generating responses based on the modeling of utterance sequences. This paper aims to explore an integrated model framework to achieve the above goals, so as to find the context-aware responses from the candidates given by IR modules. Especially, our model will pay much attention to obtaining dialog focuses, that is, the model is designed to capture the semantic clues implicitly existing in human conversations. Such clues are always composed of phrases scattered in the utterances of conversations, and play a significant role in determining whether a given candidate is context-aware or not. Take the session in Figure 1 for example, some implicit clues flowing throughout the context (marked in bold) can be observed. Some of them like "temperature drops", "goes down to freezing", are more about the conversational topic, meanwhile, the words "weather", "temperature" stand for the key ingredient of the sentences. But, the keywords marked in italic maybe not helpful for judging A1 as a better response than A2. By contrary, we should task focus on some relatively meaningless phrases, such as "so much". So the clues detection is related with the end-to-end modeling task, and it is difficult and useless to treated this as a pre-processing. This paper presents a convolution neural network (CNN) with attention pooling strategy to capture semantic clues within conversations by performing the sequential learning, so as to pick out context-aware replies based on the corresponding dialog history. According to the analysis on semantic relationships of the historical contexts, present-posted query and candidate responses, we propose to employ attention mechanism to model sentence upon convolutional layers, so as to provide meaningful semantic representations of contexts. After that, a Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU) based layer accomplishes the sequence modeling for response selection. Experiments with various structures of sentence and sequence modeling are conducted on the dataset from a Chinese Social Network Service (SNS), which has shown the good potential of our approach. Especially, due to the utilization of attention pooling, the obtained conversational clues can be visualized, which is very useful for the conversational state tracing and the interpretability of ranking results. 
CNN with Attention Pooling for Quantifying Conversational Relevance
As mentioned in Section 1, the three abilities are needed for modeling open domain conversations, and our motivation is to design an integrated neural network framework to provide these abilities for response selection. This section will detail our approach that mainly takes Chinese characters as basic input elements 3 , as well as the specially designed pooling strategy.
Model Architecture
As illustrated by Figure 2 , the architecture of our model is composed of the following three modules:
Sentence Representing: As the essential part of our deep learning architecture, the Sentence Representing module aims to basically map short sentences into the real-valued semantic space. Moreover, the sentence modeling part in our work has to be able to locate the conversationally essential phrases of utterances, which can be jointly absorbed by the upper layer as the semantic clue for modeling conversations. For this purpose, we take the multi-width convolutional function and special designed pooling functions performing on the character-embedding layer, to build the sentence representing part.
CNN based sentence models have achieved success in some NLP tasks (Collobert et al., 2011; Kalchbrenner et al., 2014; Hu et al., 2014) , especially, the recent character-level CNN (Kim et al., 2015; Zhang and LeCun, 2015) has even got some state-of-the-art results. Our sentence representing module continues this series of work, employing an one-dimensional valid convolutional layer over char embeddings.
Suppose there are n characters in a sentence, and let x i ∈ R k be the k-dimensional char vector corresponding to the i-th character, X present a n × k-dimensional matrix made up of x i , and w ∈ R 1 * m is the weight of a convolutional filter (we'll use m ∈ {2, 3, 5} to represent the bi-gram, tri-gram and 5-gram level abstraction). C stands for the output of this feature map, and represents the meaning of sub-phrases, each element vector c i is computed by:
Where b ∈ R indicates the bias term and f stands for a non-linear function, e.g., the rectifier. Various potential features of the words or phrases are generated by multiple filters. For each of these candidate features will be screened by higher level pooling layers. At present, the max pooling and average pooling are widely applied. In image modeling scenarios, max pooling can depict the texture better, while average pooling results represent more information about background (Boureau et al., 2010) . The heuristics can be applied to NLP tasks similarly, that is, the whole meaning of sentences can be obtained by average strategy; on the other hand, the max pooling concentrates on the significant points relied on established tasks, and this is the reason for max pooling being utilized for solving many challenging text classification problems (Collobert et al., 2011; Kalchbrenner et al., 2014; Zhang and LeCun, 2015) .
In the conversation scenario, context-aware response selection basically relies on two major aspects: a) the relevance between the present query and the candidate response; and b) the additional background information provided by the dialog history. For quantifying the semantic relevance between the present query and candidate, the key phrases within them are playing the great role, and the irrelevant words should be ignored. By contrast, the phrases in a history utterance tend to act as a whole background, to supply and maintain a topic for the conversation. Consequently, as illustrated by Figure 2 , we employ the max pooling for extracting the key points in the present query and the candidate for relevance judgment, and for the context sentences, the average pooling strategy is taken to introduce complete background.
Indeed, for each word in the dialog history (previous two sentences as shown by Figure 2 ), its contribution varies for selecting context-aware candidates, thus it is reasonable to give different weights to the words in the dialog history. For this purpose, in the sentence modeling module demonstrated in the left colorized part of Figure 2 , we further present a new attention pooling strategy to learn the weights of each word, according to its contribution for determining whether a candidate is conversationally relevant. This attention pooling strategy will be detailed in Section 2.2.
Conversation modeling: Generated by the sentence modeling layer, the sentence vectors are adopted by a GRU layer for sequentially modeling the entire conversation. The motivation for selecting GRU is to naturally utilize its internal memory to process sequential inputs, and its performance is comparable with LSTM by controlling the gradient vanishing/exploding problems of ordinary RNNs (Bengio et al., 1994; Chung et al., 2014) . To further investigate the balance between computational complexity and modeling ability, we also explored the RNN with identity initialized weights (iRNN for short) in practice as Mikolov et al. (2014) did.
Candidate Ranking: Given a sequence representation from conversation modeling, the candidate ranking module takes the full-connected layer to quantify the relevance of candidate responses. We employ the cross entropy as the point-wise ranking loss, and various ranking objective functions can be used to learn the parameters of the whole model.
Attention Pooling
As mentioned in the previous section, we wish to enhance the modeling of the context utterances for better understanding of the whole conversation, by employing the attention mechanism to learn the weights of words reasonably, meanwhile, it is possible to visualize the semantic clues in conversations according to the learnt weights. The attention strategies have been widely used in machine translation (MT) (Bahdanau et al., 2014; Meng et al., 2015; Li et al., 2015) and question answering (Weston et al., 2014; Hermann et al., 2015; Kumar et al., 2015) . Especially for the Encoder-Decoder framework, the attention mechanism may introduce weighting functions of the encoding state and current decoding hidden state, so as to determine the elements that should be focused on.
This paper proposes a new pooling function with attention mechanism to model conversational contexts. Noticing that a posted utterance mainly pays attention to some specific points of the previous utterances in the same session, our pooling approach aims to emphasize such points while obtaining the whole meaning of sentences in the context. As mentioned in Section 2.1, the average pooling can cover the overall information, and our attention pooling tries to assign weights to the words and perform weighted averaging, to find the more important words or phrases in contexts.
The given c i is the i-th combination of chars as defined previously, and s q ∈ R (k(n−m+1)) * 1 presents the sentence embedding of the posted query upon the max pooling layer. The feature set z(c i , s q ) for weighting and the attended result a i can be computed following:
Where W (a) ∈ R (k(n−m+1)) * k , W (1) ∈ R (k(n−m+2)+1) * 1 , and b (1) is the bias term. The sentence vector s context j by the j-th convolutional filter is the weighted average of each c i instead of ordinary mean:
The • indicates element-wise dot, c j l and a j l are computed by the j-th filter. For similar purposes, there are some works take the attention strategy on RNN based dialogue generation (Yao et al., 2015; Shang et al., 2015) , different from these works, the model described in this paper aims to apply the attention pooling upper the character level convolutional layer. Besides, Yin et al. (2015) applied an attention method upper convolutional layers to reflect the sub-phrases' interaction between sentence pairs, while we mainly focus on the sentence modeling about contexts in the conversations, and we proposed different attention function to model the relationship between context and query, other than matching units in two feature maps.
Experiments
Our proposed model is utilized on the response selecting task, that is, our goal is to distinguish the conversationally relevant responses from the irrelevant ones.
Dataset & Metrics
The dataset contains totally 1,025,000 sessions collected from the threads in a popular Chinese SNS, each session is composed of 4 utterances including a one-turn context, a present query and a context-aware response. Each sentence's character count varies from 3 to 50, with 10 as average. All the examples used in this paper are included in the dataset. For each conversation, we replace the response with another one randomly sampled from the corpus as the negative sample like (Hu et al., 2014; Lowe et al., 2015; Al-Rfou et al., 2016) . This operation repeats 4 times, and we duplicate the real conversations 4 times as positive samples. For all the experiments, we split our dataset into training, validation and test sets, with 8,000,000, 100,000 and 100,000 conversations respectively.
Except evaluating the classified performance by accuracy, we introduce 1 in t P@k to evaluate the ranking ability with t − 1 negative cases, where P@k denotes the precision at top k.
Competitor Models & Parameter settings
The baseline approaches taken by our work can be basically categorized into two groups: the classic methods include the Logistic Regression (LR) models trained on Tri-Gram based TF-IDF features or LDA (Blei et al., 2003) based distributed representations of sentences. Besides, several neural network combinations of different components' implementation are adopted in our experiments, whose general frameworks are the same with the one illustrated in Figure 2 , and their details are given as follows:
• GRU+MLP: This model takes GRU to model sentences, which is different from our CNN based sentence modeling layers. Above that, the multi-layer perceptron (MLP) is used to model the conversations without consideration about the sequential characteristic of conversations;
• GRU+iRNN/GRU: In these models, iRNN or GRU takes the position of conversation modeling module, and the sentences modeling part still employs GRU;
• Attention GRU+iRNN: Employing GRU with attention for modeling the sentences in contexts and iRNN for sequence modeling;
• CNN+iRNN: This model takes iRNN for conversation modeling, and in the CNN based sentence representation module, several pooling strategies are tried, including max pooling, mean pooling, and their mixture, to replace our attentional average pooling in the architecture in Figure 2 ; The implementation with online learning for LDA (Hoffman et al., 2010 ) is used for our experiments, with α and β fixed at 0.01 and the number of topics K = 400. In all the neural network based experiments, we initialize the learning rate with 0.005, and the network is trained with the Adam update rule (Kingma and Ba, 2014) . Early stopping (Giles, 2001) and Dropout (Hinton et al., 2012) are taken to prevent overfitting. As recommend by , we utilize ReLU as the non-linear active function of convolutional and full-connected layers, and tanh is used for the hidden states of GRU. The dimension of character embedding is 100 for all the NN models. For CNN based sentence modeling layers, the widths of the filter windows are set to 2, 3 and 5 in parallel, and the pooling window covers all the element after convolutional function. The GRU based sentence modeling module holds a 100-unit hidden layer. For conversation modeling layers, the size of the hidden states of iRNN and GRU is set to 300. Finally, the size of the hidden layer of MLP is 50. Table 1 , it can be observed that all the models adopting neural network components have notably outperformed TFIDF-LR and LDA-LR. This phenomenon reflects the difficulty of modeling the short sentences with oral style, since the information introduced by pure lexical features introduce is very limited for such text samples. By contrast, both GRU and CNN have the ability of catching the richer semantic information in short texts, according to the layer-by-layer learning upon the distributed character embeddings. Thus, the comparison of aspect (a) shows NN based sentence models are more suitable for conversation utterances.
Results & Analysis
Further, by comparing GRU+iRNN with CNN+iRNN, aspect (b) tries to figure out which deep learning architecture works better as the sentence modeling module, and our observation is CNN outperforms GRU on the whole task. We ascribe this result to the information bias of sentence embeddings generated by GRU, that is, GRU tends to pay more attention to the words in the end of a sentence. However, for the task discussed by this paper, complete semantics provide more help to context-aware candidate selection as discussed in Section 2.1. The limited improvement of CNN with max pooling also supports our inference. This problem has been partially solved by introducing bi-direction GRU (see bi-GRU+iRNN), it can also be seen that the special defined mixture pooling strategy (Mix CNN+iRNN) can achieve context query The weather is so bad today, the temperature dips so much! more competitive results, because the advantages of different pooling methods have been integrated for complete semantic representation. We can easily observe the huge gap between the performances of models in group #2 and group #3. All of these methods take GRU as the sentence modeling layer, but the ones in group 3 adopt RNN based layers for conversation modeling. Since the conversation modeling task is naturally a sequential modeling problem, it is reasonable that models with GRU components achieve better results, which is the motivation of aspect (c). Another observation is iRNN performs fairly well as the conversation modeling layer, with good potential for practical usage. Besides, the comparisons suggest that GRU is indeed more powerful for modeling conversations.
As shown in the results of group #3 and #4, the attention pooling is helpful to improve the precisions, especially on 1 in 5 P@1, which meets the expectation of aspect (d). Nevertheless, when considering aspect(e), it is noticed that GRU with attention (attention GRU+iRNN) gets unsatisfying performance comparing with the ones without attention function. This observation is different from the general impression, since quite a number of studies adopting attention mechanism have good results (Bahdanau et al., 2014; Yao et al., 2015; Hermann et al., 2015; Kumar et al., 2015) . We attribute the performance gap to the character-level inputs. In detail, since the attention function is applied on each hidden state, which mainly contains the information of the current input, despite a small amount of previous information involved. Meanwhile, a single Chinese character keeps very limited semantic information, thus the information obtained by the attention function of GRU is incomplete, reflecting some single characters in fact. By contrast, the convolution layer can extract the combinations of characters indicating words or even phrases, and the attention function performed upon such combinations is possible to figure out the important segments with complete semantics, for the upper layer to understand the whole sequence. This is the main reason for our proposed "Attention CNN+GRU" model finally get the best results.
Case study
To get a better intuition for what the model and attention pooling is learning, we give some cases to illustrate the details. Table 2 gives two groups of query-response pairs, with the predicted scores by Mix CNN+iRNN (MCNN) and Attention CNN+iRNN (ACNN) models. Label=1 indicates the suitable response to the given context, and the Rank Label reflects the candidates' recommendation degrees. It can be seen that scores of both models are aligned with the overall ranking trend, which reflects the models having the ability to quantify the conversational relevance reasonably. It should be noted that the scores given by ACNN are more closed to the labels. More specifically, all the predictions of ACNN are correct, while MCNN makes some incorrect decisions on #1 2 and #2 2. Different from other candidates, the sentences (#1 2 and #2 2) are very sensitive to contexts, in other words, they are natural to answer the corresponding query without considering the contexts. #1 2 has wandered off topic, by contrary, #2 2 can also be a suitable response even it seems #2 1 have better maintenance of the information in the conversation flow. The results of ACNN reflect these phenomena, as the ranking scores express the right disposition and offer higher scores to the more appropriate responses. Besides, the gaps within the groups of ACNN are larger than those scores by MCNN. All these enhancement of the model's ability can be ascribed to the capability of differentiating the matching degree not only correspond to the posted query but also corresponding with to the whole session, obtained by attention pooling to lay particular emphasis on the phrases that the previous conversation focused on. In order to further illustrate the effect of attention pooling, Figure 3 details the distribution of probabilities given by the attention function to the phrases of the case in Figure 1 . Actually, the extra advantage of our framework is that we can locate the key information for candidate selecting, by visualizing the attention weights of phrases and performing proper transforming on them. In detail, we firstly visualize the pooling weights for each character combination in each convolutional kernel as shown by Figure 3 (a)-(b), then we assign the weights averaged by the frequencies of the characters in each kernel, and get the curves in Figure 3 (c)-(d). According to this operation, we can clearly see which positions in the context considered to be more important when given a query. While it can be seen that, obvious higher weights appeared along the positions of significant words and phrases (marked in bold) in Figure 1 . Another observation from the histograms is the overall scores of the essential words and phrases are higher than the other char-combinations, which indicates the sentence embedding is mostly draw from the meaningful words. This group of results shows the attention pooling, rather than simple mean pooling, are effective to draw focus on the words and phrases composing the semantic clue in a given conversation.
Related Work
Before open-domain chat agents, the task-completion oriented dialog system has been a subject of study for a long time, and most of these studies pay attention to particular vertical domains. Such as ELIZA based on simple text parsing rules (Weizenbaum, 1966) . Ferguson et al. (1996) built a rule-based system to solve problems in transportation domain; Shawar and Atwell (2007) leverage answer template in generating the ALICE; Williams (2010) focus on tracing pre-defined dialogue state. These systems rely on pre-designed rules or templates, which can be hardly generalized on open domain chat-style robots.
Until recently, some works such as (Ritter et al., 2011) demonstrate that the sentences can be generated corresponding to a given post or context using MT techniques. Since the encoder-decoder based Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN) outperforms other methods on MT tasks in the past two years (Bahdanau et al., 2014; Sutskever et al., 2014) , several approaches are directly applied on the conversation modeling task by concatenating the context that modeled by one recurrent encoder (Vinyals and Le, 2015; Shang et al., 2015) . Yao et al. (2015) and model the sentences of context separately by an encoder, and address the sequential embeddings by cumulative hidden units. The main drawback of these approaches is they can't guarantee the readability and variety of generated sentences.
By contrast, the response ranking strategies can avoid the problems caused by direct generation, since this methodology tries to pick up reasonable responses from the human-generated sentences. Ji et al. (2014) proposed an IR approach to generate candidates, and rank them with many kinds of features such as MT, keywords, similarity, etc; and Luan et al. (2016) directly utilize the generating loss of the response for ranking, with the adjusted RNN based encoder-decoder framework. Generally, the architectures introducing CNN or RNN to learn representations of sentences and modeling the relevance of context and candidate response on hyper layers, tend to achieve state-of-the-art performance (Hu et al., 2014; Lowe et al., 2015) .
Conclusion
In this paper, we have presented a deep learning architecture to quantify the conversational relevance of responses for candidate ranking. The contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows: a) According to the investigation on the role of contexts in conversations, this paper proposes the attention pooling to provide more reasonable context representations, by taking the phrases' different contributions to the semantic clue into consideration. b) We have combined the multi-column convolutional layer and the GRU based layer to build the candidate ranking model, so as to take the advantages of both CNN on sentence modeling and RNN on sequence modeling. c) The proposed model enables the visualization of the achieved essential phrases, and our analysis on them shows the importance of capturing semantic clues for finding conversationally relevant responses.
